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MEET THE MOGUL

A PLAYER’S
VISION
Hotelier, restaurateur, electronic-gaming guru—for entrepreneur
Stephen Crystal, innovation is the name of the game
BY JACQUELYNN D. POWERS PORTRAIT BY FRANCIS & FRANCIS

tephen Crystal has dabbled in many fields—from politics and hospitality to gaming
and technology. To this 42-year-old entrepreneur, the thrill is in creating an enterprise rather than sticking with any one company for too long. To that end, he has
been a lawyer, political operative (for Michael Dukakis, Gary Hart and Bill Clinton), hotelier, restaurateur and, most recently, gaming guru. In these endeavors,
Crystal has lived in New York, New Hampshire, Kansas City, Missouri, Washington, D.C., and, as
of 2000, Las Vegas. In the last eight years, he has put his energy into rejuvenating downtown and
Henderson. He is also developing technology that will revolutionize the gaming industry. This is
one man who has his eye on the future of Las Vegas.
Crystal’s first foray into gaming happened accidentally, in 1992. As a zoning lawyer in Kansas
City, he was approached about a local land deal by a visiting businessman named Dave Barrick. “It
ended up being the acquisition of a parcel that became the Stations Casino project in Kansas City,”
Stephen recalls. “It was a $500 million project,
which was, at that time, the fourth-largest gaming
project in the country outside Las Vegas. I assisted
in putting together the acquisition of the land and
negotiating a deal with Stations. Then I ended up
assisting Stations in the approval and development
of the project.” Ten years later, Barrick and Crystal
became partners in buying six casinos in downtown
Las Vegas from legendary operator Jackie Gaughan.
The properties included the Plaza, Vegas Club,
Gold Spike, Western, Nevada Club and Queen of
Hearts. “These were some of the original properties
in Las Vegas,” Stephen says.
The idea behind purchasing these down-ontheir-luck structures was to redevelop downtown.
From 2004 to 2006, Barrick and Crystal ran the various casinos and started to see some small changes in
the area. “I enjoyed being part of that first wave,”

S

Crystal recently purchased a 10,000-square-foot
space in Henderson and is building a casino and lounge,
to launch next year. The former Mugshots location will
have 200 slot machines and TableMax games.
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In the last eight years,
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Stephen Crystal wants to revolutionize the
gaming industry with a new kind of electronic
table games. “This is the fastest-growing sector
in gaming equipment,” says the TableMax
CEO, at his Vox Wine Lounge in Henderson.
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Stephen acknowledges. “I remember bringing the Beauty Bar to what’s now the
Hold ’Em for electronic table gaming), Crystal joined the company as CEO
entertainment district. The Beauty Bar was the first to come there, and it was
last August. They plan to take the company public in the near future.
rough. The walk from the end of Fremont to the Western, which I made every
But will playing against a machine take hold in Vegas casinos and beyond?
day, was a drug alley. Now you have businesses that are doing well. Something is
“There is no way to react to this because it doesn’t exist yet,” he says. “You don’t
starting to take shape.” Unfortunately, back then it just wasn’t enough. In 2006,
know. That’s what innovation is about.” Crystal, a Dartmouth graduate, does
they sold their interest to other partners. “We were too ambitious in our initial
admit that older people are unlikely to accept this electronic gaming. Instead,
thoughts,” Crystal theorizes. “We were cheerleaders of downtown, along with the
younger people will be vying to experiment with the new system. “This player is a
mayor. The truth is, it’s a multibillion-dollar effort to resurrect downtown. It will
crossover player,” Stephen states. “It’s not someone who enjoys the banter or is a
take a lot of time, money and people. We thought it was a 10-year project [back
skilled blackjack player; it’s someone who is unskilled. He doesn’t want to be
then]. But it’s probably 10 years from now.”
intimidated by another player who questions whether they hit or not. It’s more
With the substantial profits from the sale, Crystal was able to focus on his true
challenging than a video slot machine, which has no decision process. This is the
love: innovation. To that end, he began investing in gaming-technology compafastest-growing sector in gaming equipment. We believe we have the best product
nies. “In developing and operating casinos, I became fascinated with the technoloand content. We want to get our tables into the marketplace and then help evolve
gy,” Stephen says. “In most industries that are monopolies, there is no incentive to
this notion of community gaming. It’s about changing the mix of activity on the
innovate. That’s how gaming used to be. In the old days, when Las Vegas first
gaming floor.” Currently, the product is being tested in Oklahoma and will be
started, people would actually line up to play a slot machine. You would have to
making its Sin City debut in one year.
wait your turn. That is ridiculous now. What happened? Gaming proliferated and
“I like this business because it uses some of my past legal training in undercorporations became involved. Wall Street became involved. Now you have finanstanding the positions companies have in terms of intellectual property,” says
cial owners. You don’t have just moguls—you do have some very big moguls, but
Crystal, a father of three. “Gaming on the technology side is worldwide. Most of
by and large you have corporations. That leads to innovation and competition.”
your money is made internationally. It’s a great excuse for me to learn about the
The first investment he made was in a company called Las Vegas Gamrest of the world through gaming.” Electronic table games are also cost-efficient
ing. “They had a very cool technology that could convert an existing video
enterprises. TableMax, for example, only has 20 full-time employees. “Many
slot machine into a server-based kiosk,” Crystal explains. “In the future,
technology companies are lean and mean,” he explains. “They own the intellectumaybe five or 10 years from now, you’ll be able to go
up to it and pick from one thousand games, even ones
that haven’t been invented yet. Currently, this company has the ability to take an existing slot machine and,
with an inexpensive application, allow you to watch
TV while you’re gaming, or watch a sporting event
and place a sport bet, or buy a lottery ticket. The technology is called Player Vision.” Not only did Crystal
invest in Las Vegas Gaming, but he also served as the
company’s president for one year while the product
launched. Locally, you can find these Player Visionenhanced slot machines at TI.
With that introduction to electronic gaming,
Stephen wanted to learn more about the industry. “I
wanted to find the best technology,” he notes. “That’s
what I really threw myself into. I’ve used many contacts
to learn about electronic gaming. At the end of the day,
if I believed in the people, it led to me getting comfortable with the technology.” His next connection was with
Ron Altbach, a former touring member of the Beach
Boys, who was in business with über-agent Ari Emanuel
(on whom the HBO show Entourage is loosely based).
These entertainment figures were involved with a company called TableMax and wanted Stephen’s advice.
“Ari wanted ideas on how to make this company—
which he had invested $7 million into—into a major
player competing with IGT and Shuffle Master,”
Stephen says. The latter two companies and TableMax
were exploring the new world of electronic table games.
“They basically get rid of the dealer,” Crystal explains of
the concept. “It’s the same experience but it’s all electronic. You put your player card in, get dealt cards and
you control your bets. You are playing against the house.
It’s more efficient and less costly than a traditional table.
It costs $600,000 to put a dealer behind a table for a
TableMax’s multiplayer table lets
year. If I can get rid of that, that’s $600,000 to the botpeople play against an electronic
tom line.” Intrigued by the proprietary software and
dealer using virtual cards.
content (TableMax owns the rights to the name Texas

“It costs $600,000 to put a dealer behind a
table for a year. If I can get rid of that, that’s
$600,000 to the bottom line.”
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From above: Crystal (second from left, with Edge Hospitality Group partner
Carl Goldner, fourth from left, at the lounge’s debut party) opened Vox last year.
“The only thing keeping the casinos afloat during this downturn is the nightclubs
and restaurants,” he says; the Vox bar.

al property and outsource as much as they can. All they are doing is collecting a
recurring revenue. Every time someone plays a hand, I collect a penny. There are
a million hands a day and a million pennies. That’s the nature of technology. It’s
very different from a restaurant or hotel.”
Of course, Stephen has not left hospitality behind. “I like to look for what
the next trends are in Vegas,” he describes. “The fastest-growing sector in gaming
isn’t even gaming, it’s hospitality—the nightclubs and restaurants. The percentage
is 65-percent nongaming to about 35-percent gaming. Frankly, the only thing
keeping the casinos afloat during this downturn is the nightclubs and restaurants.” Accordingly, last October, he debuted Vox Wine Lounge in Henderson,

an upscale locals restaurant, bar and casino. Vox is open 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year, and caters to the Strip sommeliers, executives and chefs who live in Henderson, Anthem and Seven Hills. The lounge features live music five nights a
week and a wide selection of cocktails.
The Vox team is quite impressive. Crystal’s partner in this Edge Hospitality
Group venture is Carl Goldner, a real-estate developer and treasurer of the Arts
District Association in downtown Las Vegas. The culinary gang consists of executive chef Dustin Valette (formerly of Aqua in San Francisco), pastry chef William
Fitzgerald (Bouchon in Napa Valley) and sommelier Patrick Pretz (SW Steakhouse at Wynn Las Vegas). The kitchen churns out tapas-style dishes like Dungeness-crab cakes, warm Brie with port-poached pears, butter-braised Alaskan halibut, coffee-crusted rib eye, Kobe nachos, and passion-fruit-mousse torte. “It’s all
about creativity,” says Crystal, who lives just west of the Strip. “It’s the opportunity to bring the best of wine, food and entertainment. I’m there most nights and
weekends. I’m a late-night person, so it’s not unusual for me to get there at midnight and stay until 4 a.m. I like to see the place at every hour.”
Building on Vox’s success, Crystal has recently purchased a two-acre parcel on Boulder Highway in Henderson and is building a small casino and
lounge. This 10,000-square-foot space, formerly Mugshots, will have 200 slot
machines and TableMax games when it launches in June 2009. It’s a lot to
juggle, but Stephen feels he is up to the task. “I like to innovate,” he declares.
“Right now, I have a lot on my plate. I’m not looking at anything else but
what is in front of me.” ♠
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